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Abstract
Patients diagnosed with metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC) have »12% chance for 5-year survival. The integrity of the extracellular
matrix (ECM) that surrounds tumor cells influences their behavior and, when disturbed, it could facilitate local invasion and spread of tumor
cells to distant sites. The interplay between von Hippel-Lindau/hypoxia inducible factor signaling axis and activated kinase networks results
in aberrant ECM and tumor progression. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are proteolytic enzymes implicated in ECM remodeling, tumor
angiogenesis, and immune cell infiltration. Understanding the cross-talk between kinase signaling and ECM proteolysis in RCC could
provide insights into developing drugs that interfere specifically with the process of invasion. In this review, we discuss changes in the
MMPs/ECM axis in RCC, prominent kinase signaling pathways implicated in MMPs induction, and comment on emerging extracellular
regulatory networks that modulate MMPs activity. Ó 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Histologically, renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is classified
into many different subtypes [1,2]. Together, the 3 most
common, clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), papillary renal cell carcinoma (PRCC) and chromophobe renal
cell carcinoma (ChRCC), represent over >95% of renal
cancers. Each subtype has a unique histological, genetic
and molecular profile, and displays distinct clinical progression or response to treatment [3]. Nevertheless, management, prognosis and treatment options for all patients
with RCC are guided by the tumor staging system (TNM)
[4,5]. Patients with organ-confined RCC have the best
prognosis (5-year survival rate, >90%). However, the ability of tumor cells to breakout from the primary tumor is
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detrimental for patient’s survival [6,7]. Regional tumor
spread worsens prognosis and survival rates drop (5-year survival rate <70% for Stages I/II involving urinary collecting
system, and Stage III), while for patients with recurrent or
distant metastasis prognosis is poor (5-year survival rate
»10%, Stage IV) [4]. One hallmark of malignant tumors is
the capability of cells to invade the extracellular matrix
(ECM) initiating the process of metastasis.
2. MMPs and TIMPs expression in RCC
The ECM represents the key structural component of all
tissues and organs. The ECM is a highly dynamic proteinaceous network that influences cell behavior by providing
physical support and facilitating communication between
tumor cells and the stroma [8]. Even though the composition
of ECM varies across different RCC subtypes, uncontrolled
matrix degradation and aberrant organization are commonly
associated with tumor cell invasion and advanced
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malignancy [9]. The matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a
family of 24 zinc-dependent endopeptidases which are capable of digesting almost all components of the ECM [10].
Most MMPs are released from cells as zymogens and require
extracellular activation to perform their proteolytic function.
It is established that elevated levels of MMPs correlate with
invasion, tumor angiogenesis, growth and resistance to treatments across many solid cancers [11]. To limit local tissue
destruction and maintain matrix homeostasis, a family of
4 endogenous inhibitors, the tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs), functions to tightly control the proteolytic
activity of all MMPs by blocking their active site [12,13].
Over the last twenty years studies have evaluated the predictive and prognostic value of MMPs expression and activity
in patients with RCC. Gelatinases MMP2 and MMP9 levels
have been studied the most; these 2 proteases predominantly
degrade components of the basement membrane including
collagens (IV, V, VII, X), elastin and fibronectin. They are
required for tumor invasion, contributing to immune cell infiltration and tumor angiogenesis [10]. Uncontrolled MMPs
activity creates an imbalance in MMPs/TIMPs ratio. This
abnormal increase of net MMP activity is associated with
extensive ECM degradation in many cancers. Using RT-PCR
technology, the ratio of MMP2/TIMP2 was significantly
increased in advanced RCC compared to normal tissue [14].
Separate studies, however, showed that individual levels of
MMP2, MMP7, MMP9, MMP10, MMP14, TIMP1 and
TIMP2 increase with TNM stage, particular in PRCC compared to ccRCC, and associate with poor prognosis and
reduced survival [15−18].
Recently, a more comprehensive MMPs study was performed on RNA-seq data of the Cancer Genome Atlas,
where the diagnostic and prognostic value of individual
MMPs in fifteen different cancer types including ccRCC,
PRCC and ChRCC was evaluated [19]. In general, for most
MMPs, expression trends varied across different RCC
subtypes compared to adjacent normal controls. Increased
expression of MMP9 was observed in all 3 RCC subtypes,
while MMP11 and MMP14 expression levels were predominantly higher in ccRCC and PRCC. In ChRCC,
MMP13, MMP15, MMP24, MMP26 expression demonstrated the strongest up-regulation. MMPs expression was
also significantly associated with overall survival in multiple tumor types. The majority of these significant relationships were in RCC, and for other tumor types only 1 to 3
MMPs were associated with overall survival [19]. These
findings were in agreement with data from a recent proteomic analysis of cancer secretomes, suggesting that elevated
levels of selected MMPs could be potential biomarkers for
RCC progression [20].
Studies on the prognostic significance of MMPs or TIMPs
mRNA levels remain undecided for RCC. Furthermore,
research on MMPs or TIMPs circulating protein levels in
serum or in urine is limited. In one such study, the MMP9/
TIMP2 ratio was assessed by ELISA in the serum of patients
with metastatic RCC treated with tyrosine kinase inhibitor

sunitinib [21]. Although there were no significant differences
in the individual levels of MMP9 and TIMP2, the MMP9/
TIMP2 ratio was significantly higher at the time of progression compared to their baseline ratio; MMP/TIMP2 could
potentially be used as a predictive biomarker for patients
treated with sunitinib. An important limitation in all the studies mentioned is the absence of information on whether the
MMPs measured were in fact proteolytically active, since
only then are they capable of degrading the ECM and promote RCC invasion [22]. Indeed, collagenases MMP1 and
MMP13 levels decreased with RCC tumor stage, however,
their activity was significantly high and correlated with loss
of collagen content [23]. Measuring tumor tissue MMPs
activity or circulating levels of active MMPs using available
fluorogenic MMP substrates and kinetic assays could be a significant predicting biomarker for RCC progression.
3. ECM and MMPs dysregulation has links to VHL and
HIF pathways
ccRCC accounts for over 75% of all RCCs, the majority
of which (>50%) demonstrate biallelic von Hippel-Lindau
(VHL) gene defect leading to its inactivation [3,24]. Loss of
function of the encoded tumor suppressor protein VHL
leads to the stabilization of the hypoxia inducible factor
alpha subunits (HIF1a/HIF2a) followed by transcriptional
induction of HIF-responsive genes that promote tumor
growth and angiogenesis.
In RCC, VHL-mediated regulation of the ECM occurs
both in HIF-dependent and independent pathways [25,26].
These implicate VHL direct interaction with components of
the ECM, including hydroxylated collagen IV and fibronectin, resulting in proper ECM assembly and suppressing of
angiogenesis and tumor invasion [27,28]. In addition to
components of ECM, VHL has been known to regulate cellmatrix and cell-cell adhesions in RCC. Loss of VHL results in
down-regulation of cell junction proteins that would contribute
to enhance tumor cell motility and invasion.
VHL is also implicated in elevated expression of MMPs
in RCC. Highly invasive RCC cells lacking VHL demonstrated increased MMP2 levels and activity [26]. Proinvasive
membrane type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP or
MMP14) is a transcriptional target of HIF-2a in VHL-null
RCC [29]. MMP14 facilitates tumor cell invasiveness through
increased degradation of type I collagen [29]. Degradation of
ECM by MMP2, MMP9 or MMP14 would allow the release
of cytokines, growth factors and proangiogenic fragments,
including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
transforming growth factor-b (TGFb) shown to promote
angiogenesis and invasion [30−32].
4. Tyrosine Kinase signaling and MMPs in RCC
Tyrosine kinase signaling is critical in RCC pathogenesis. Mutations and overexpression of both receptor and nonreceptor tyrosine kinases contributes to the pathogenesis of
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RCCs and other cancers and serves as a target for therapy
[33]. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are enzymes that
add phosphate groups to tyrosine residues on proteins
implicated in signal transduction pathways. Regulation of
tyrosine kinase activity is critical in events leading to oncogenesis, including cell cycle progression, differentiation,
cellular orientation and motility, and regulation of cell
death vs. survival signals. Targeted therapies, including
approved nonselective tyrosine kinase inhibitors, demonstrated great benefit in patients with metastatic RCC. Interestingly, many of the targeted kinase pathways regulate the
production and proinvasive and proangiogenic function of
MMPs in RCC (Fig. 1).
c-MET: or hepatocyte growth factor receptor (HGFR) is a
membrane receptor, with the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)
being the major ligand. In RCC, increased total MET and
phospho-MET levels are associated with increased vascularization and poor outcome [34,35]. VHL / cells demonstrated enhanced invasiveness and branching morphogenesis
in response to HGF, compared to VHL+/+ RCC cell lines.
This correlated with up-regulation of MMP2 and MMP9 and
down-regulation of MMPs inhibitors TIMP1 and TIMP2 [36].
Treatment with recombinant TIMPs blocked HGF-stimulated
branching and invasion, demonstrating a concert between the
loss of VHL, MET signaling, and matrix proteolysis [36].
These studies also demonstrated the important contribution of
TIMPs in restricting MMPs activity in RCC.

3

Axl: Expression of tyrosine kinase receptor AXL is associated with RCC angiogenesis, tumor metastasis and resistance to therapy [37,38]. Once activated, Axl is able to
recruit PI3K/AKT/mTOR that regulates cell proliferation
through the expression of NFkB. Furthermore, it acts over
the RAS/RAF/ERK and PI3K/RAC pathways to regulate
survival and cell motility. Axl-mediated activation of NFkB
can induce MMP9 expression and hyperactivity, increasing
cancer cell invasion and tumor progression [39].
Ror2: Receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor 2
(Ror2) is linked to activation of canonical Wnt/beta-catenin
signaling in ccRCC [40]. Ror2 appears to be a HIFa responsive gene following loss of VHL function, and its high
expression correlates with aggressive and invasive RCC
tumors. Studies have linked Ror2 levels with high expression
and activity of MMP2 whereas subsequent down-regulation
of Ror2 result in MMPs suppression [41]. Ror2 is currently
considered an important therapeutic target in RCC.
c-Src: Proto-oncogene c-Src nonreceptor tyrosine kinase
is regularly recruited upon activation of receptor tyrosine
kinase signaling (HGF/MET, EGFR, VEGFR, PDGFR,
Axl) in RCC. c-Src tyrosine kinase is highly expressed in
VHL+/+ RCC [42]. Xenografts with functional VHL were
also sensitive to Src inhibitor dasatinib, whereas, in VHLdeficient RCC were resistant to the drug. In response to S1P
stimulation (a platelet-derived lysophospholipid), c-Src
has been shown to phosphorylate the cytoplasmic tail of

Fig. 1. Tyrosine kinase pathways in renal cell carcinoma linked to MMPs/TIMPs expression. MET, Axl, Src and Ror2 signaling networks regulate the
expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their endogenous inhibitors, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) in RCC. Changes in levels
and activity of MMPs either due to loss of VHL or kinase signaling will impact on ECM remodeling, tumor invasion and metastasis. The capitalized part of
‘invasiON’ indicates that the process of invasion is switched on.
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MMP14, which is involved in endothelial and tumor cell
migration [43,44]. This phosphorylation event is required
for tumor-cell proliferation, for invasion through 3D collagen matrices, and for tumor growth in nude mice [43,44].
c-Src mediated phosphorylation of MMP14 could contribute to the aggressive phenotype of VHL+/+ RCC.
5. Latest discoveries on mechanisms of MMP2
regulation
As mentioned earlier, changes in MMPs protein levels
may not reflect exclusively the presence of active enzyme
that would correlate with ECM proteolysis and tumor cell
invasion. In recent years we, and others, have identified new
mechanisms in MMP regulation, which are critical for
ECM degradation, tumor invasiveness and metastasis. These
include (a) the surprising extracellular role of c-Src tyrosine
kinase-mediated phosphorylation of TIMP2 and (b) the stabilization and hyperactivation of MMP2 by secreted chaperone
HSP90 (eHSP90) [45−47] (Fig. 2).

5.1. c-Src-mediated phosphorylation of TIMP2
Traditionally, nonreceptor tyrosine kinase c-Src is known
to associate with the plasma membrane following its activation. More recently, active c-Src localization to endosomal
membranes was linked to secretion of exosomes containing
c-Src by human colon cancer cells [48]. Although not shown
yet for renal cancer, enrichment of c-Src in extracellular
vesicles (EV) was also demonstrated in other malignancies
including prostate cancer [49,50]. We showed that c-Src
secretion results in tyrosine phosphorylation of TIMP2, the
endogenous MMP2 inhibitor [47]. This modification is
essential for binding of TIMP2 to both zymogen proMMP2
and active MMP2 enzyme. Lack of TIMP2-Y90 phosphorylation abolishes TIMP2 complex with proMMP2 and consequently proMMP2 could not be processed and activated by
membrane bound MMP14. Conversely, TIMP2-Y90 phosphorylation enhanced TIMP2 inhibitory function towards
active MMP2. Similar mechanisms of c-Src kinase-mediated
phosphorylation of extracellular substrates may occur in

Fig. 2. Extracellular regulation of MMP2 activity by secreted c-Src tyrosine kinase (e-Src) and molecular chaperone heat shock protein 90 (eHSP90).
e-Src-mediated phosphorylation of TIMP2 facilitates the formation of TIMP2:MMP2 complex and enhances inhibition of active MMP2. Conversely,
eHSP90 binding to MMP2 promotes stabilization of the complex and enhances active MMP2 proteolytic function.
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RCC. This may also be particularly pronounced in VHL+/+
cancers where c-Src levels and activity are elevated.
5.2. Extracellular HSP90 chaperones MMP2
Following exosomal release, heat shock protein 90
(eHSP90) binds and stabilizes active enzyme MMP2 outside the cell increasing the net active MMP2 proteolytic
pool [46]. HSP90 is a highly abundant, 90kDa homodimeric
molecular chaperone essential for the folding, activation,
maturation and stability of hundreds of intracellular proteins
referred as ‘clients’ [51]. Many of these clients are known
tumor promoting proteins participating in the molecular
pathogenesis of RCC including EGFR, AKT, MET, PDGFR,
VEGFR and HIFs [52]. Extracellular HSP90 (eHSP90) interaction with MMP2 promotes motility and invasion of breast,
prostate and fibrosarcoma tumor cells in vitro and metastasis
in vivo, rendering eHSP90 an important for cancer therapy
[53]. Studies from our lab have also shown that TIMP2 is
part of an extracellular molecular switch that regulates
eHSP90 chaperone function and modulates the formation
and activity of eHSP90:MMP2 complex [45]. Although
investigations are under way, we can perhaps expect a
key role for eHSP90 particularly in VHL / RCC,
where MMP2 stability would be critical in promoting
and invasiveness and tumor angiogenesis.

6. Conclusions
Antiangiogenic therapies have significantly prolonged
survival for patients with metastatic disease. However,
current TKI therapies result in the development of drug
resistance, particularly following use of antiangiogenic
regimens. In recent years, understanding the involvement
of the immune system in the course of kidney cancer has
also led to the development of effective immune-based
therapies. Although immunotherapy has become the current standard of care in advanced RCC, response rates
are limited and additional therapeutic agents are needed.
MMPs were chosen as targets for cancer therapy due to
their inherent primary role in extracellular matrix remodeling and for cleavage of its components. It is now
believed that our limited understanding on extracellular
regulatory mechanisms of MMPs is a contributing factor
toward our inability to potently inhibit MMPs proinvasive and proangiogenic function. Assessing changes in
both levels and proteolytic function of active MMPs in
the tumor stroma could be more meaningful in predicting
ECM remodeling and RCC metastatic potential. Critical
understanding of the role of extracellular kinases and
chaperones in regulating MMPs activity and ECM degradation is essential for developing new or improving current
targeted anticancer therapies in RCC.
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